H o ney comb Sh ades
Fabric Expectations & Product Care

Honeycomb Shades come in a variety of fabrics, cell sizes and lift systems. Our honeycombs deliver on
a number of desired effects of fine window treatments:

• Excellent insulating properties
• UV protection
• Softened views while enjoying privacy

But as with all fine window treatments there are certain inherent characteristics of our honeycombs that
can be found in any fine textile shade in the market. Since we always strive to provide the highest quality
window treatment solutions, we are communicating certain industry-wide fabric characteristics of our
honeycomb shades.

Room Darkening versus Blackout Quality
One of the appealing characteristics of a honeycomb shade is your ability to select from different
opacity levels ranging from sheer to light filtering to room darkening to satisfy your desire for light control,
privacy or both.
While our room darkening fabrics provide more privacy and light control qualities than our sheer and
light filtering choices, they are not a total blackout solution.
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Fabric Disclaimers: Woven Shades
Our Windsong and Breeze fabrics utilize delicate fibers and a unique weaving process that give the
fabric a soft and high-end look. The repeated rubbing of the fabric edge where it comes into contact with
the edge of the window may cause the fabric to fray slightly. To remedy this, use a pair of fabric scissors
to gently trim any fraying.

Cleaning Honeycomb Shades
Routine cleaning will help maintain the beauty of your shade. Here are the proper methods for
cleaning honeycomb shades:
Light dusting:
• Use a soft brush, feather duster or a compressed air/hair dryer at a cool setting
• Vacuum with a low suction using a hand-held vacuum or a brush attachment
Spot Cleaning:
• Dampen a clean cloth or sponge with warm water and blot gently to avoid creasing the shade
(do not rub!)
• Add a mild detergent solution, if needed
• Allow shade to dry in a fully lowered position
• Headrails should never be immersed in liquid
• Do not use bleach or cleaning products that contain bleach.
Ultrasonic Cleaning:
• Honeycomb shades may be professionally ultrasonic cleaned
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